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MTA Számítástechnikai és Automatizálási Kutató Intézete, Közlemények 13. (1974)
ON ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY OF MEASURES DEFINED BY 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION PROCESSES WITH 
RESPECT TO THE WIENER MEASURE
A. Benczúr and L. Szeidl
In [5] Lipcer and Shiryaev dealt with the absolute continuity of measures generated by a 
diffusion type process and the Wiener process for one dimensional case. In this paper an 
attempt is made to carry out their result for multidimensional case. We summarize the result 
in tree theorems based on each other and we discuss; in details, a lemma the proof of which, 
for multidimensional case, needs considerations different from those used in [5]. Before this 
we give a concise list of preliminaries.
Let (Í2, F ,P) be the basic probability space, [F c F ,  0 <  t<  lj a monotonically 
nondecreasing family of ст-algebras, w = ( w {,F t ,P ) an л-dimensional standard Wiener process, 
i.e. it is an л-dimensional continuous martingal with respect to the family F  , such that 
w0 = 0 a.s. and
Let Cj denote the space of the л-dimensional vector valued continuous functions x{ on 
[0, 1] and B( the а-algebra generated by cylindric sets on [0, /]. Further, let af(x) be a 
Äjp j  X B y, В j-Q Q is the о-algebra of Borel sets of interval [0, 1], measurable л dimensional 
nonanticipating functional, i.e. a((x) B( measurable for every 0 1.
The n dimensional (£r ,F f) process is called a process of diffusion type if there exists a 
nonanticipating measurable functional such that
Let
Denote by the measure on the space (CX,B^)  generated by the process
£(w) = U , . 0 <  l) (w(cu) = j wf , 0 <  t <  1}) 
i.e. for В e B,
Beérkezett: 1973. november 10.
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Ц (В) = P\  СО : £(co) 6 5] (u (fi) = P í CJ : VV(cj) € fi 1 ).
Let (7f,F f) be an л -dimensional stochastic process satisfying the condition
( 1 ) fi( /  l7f <  °°) = 1
t " r . .
and such that f  = 1 + /  7 dw = 1 + ^  j y 'd w 1 is a nonnegative martingal with respect
r 0 s * i = 1J) s s
to (F ,P). Introduce now a new measure P on the measurable space (Í2, F) by the formula
( 2) P(du)  = ^P(dca)
t У,Theorem 1. Let F = -  /  -jr ds + w 0 <  f < 1. Under conditions (1) and (2)
0 Sj
% , F t ,P) is a n-dimensional standard Wiener process.
Girsanov proved, see [4], this statement for a more particular case considering
1 /■ ,2.= exp j /  7„ dwn - 2 l  l7n 1 dn
Lipcer and Shiryaev, in [5], dealt with general f but for one—dimensional case. Their 
proof is essentially simpler than that of Girsanov. Concerning the multidimensional case one 
can quite easily observe that, upon replacing the ordinary scalar products by scalar products 
of vectors, Lipcer’s and Shiryaev’s arguments remain valid.
The next two theorems deal with the absolute continuity of measures generated by the 
process J and wf .
Theorem 2. Let be a diffusion type process satisfying the equation
*t= / « , ( * № + ” ,. £0 = 0
and suppose that
(3) P{ f \ a ( w ) \2d t<  00) = 1 
0
The measure pw is absolutely continuous with respect to (Mw « Mt ) and
du
d ^
(w) = exp -  f a (w)dw  + i  /  \a (w)l2dt ) , P a.s.
0 1 0 ' J
Under the condition F* = F™ (3) is necessary for the absolute continuity.
If x t is not a Wiener trajectory, i.e. the stochastic integral in the exponent has no meaning, 
the Randon-Nikodym derivative equals to 0. This remark can be correctly explained by the 
notion of generalized to integral introduced by Lipcer and Shiryaev in one—dimensional case.
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Their considerations remains valid without any change for multidimensional case as well.
du
An analogous theorem holds for -7—*- :
Theorem 3. Let be the same process as in theorem 2. The condition
P ( /  l“ f(£)l2dt < 00 ) = 1
is necessary and sufficient for the absolute continuity o f  pt with respect to и andч w
dpt f 1 1 1
-7- ^  ($) = exp /  <*,(£)</£, -  j  f  la ,W l2dt .
Concerning the meaning of this formula we should make again an analogous remark. The 
proofs of the sufficiency of condition in theorem 2. and 3. do not require any changes in 
Lipcer’s and Shiryaev’s proof but for proving its necessity we have to generalize a lemma used 
by them.
Lemma 1. Let (El,F,P) be a probability space, and w = ( w t ,F t ,P) be a standard n- 
dimensional Wiener process. I f  J(co) is a measurable random variable (one-dimensional) 
with E |f(co)| < 00 then there exists a measurable nonanticipating 7f(w) vector functional,
1 .
such that f 17 (w)\zdt < °° with probability 1 and for the martingale J = £ '(f(c j) |/ 'v ) for  
0
every t>  s P almost everywhere
(4) . Z j y ' n W ^ i ,  ■
This result is due to Clark [1] for one-dimensional case and to Kunita and Watanabe (2) for 
multidimensional case, but under a bit stronger condition.
Proof. As the a—algebra F ™ is continuous, the martingale is P a.e. continuous 
(see [3]).
Set tv = inf ! f : |f  I = N ) ,  т„п t = m'm(t, t„)  and put fv (f) = К „ , . т  is obviously a 
0 < / < 1 N 
Markov-point and so ÇN(t) is a martingale
sup lL (O l< A /, P a.e.
0 < i<  1
The process ÇN{t) is continuous and square integrable, therefore according to [2] it can be 
represented in the form
?* (')  = Z  S 7 iN(s ,w)dw‘ 
” 1=10 s
where y'N(s, w), i= 1, . . . ,n  a square integrable F™ measurable for every t.
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On the set
Xv (t) = {со: sup | N < J V j  for M > N  
0 < s < r
we have
{дг( )^ = Çfif Cs) o < s < t  a.e., i.e.
t TN  TN
f Х*(*)(Г„(т>- ^ (S))2*  = f  a N (s) -  £M(s))2ds = J (ff -  fs)2cft = 0.
Define for every 1 <  ; <  « the functional 7 'D, w) by y ' ^ t ,  w) on the set
(cu : 0 < sup If I <  I} and by 7 ' ( t ,  w) on the set {со .- 1 < sup If | < 2 ], . . . and so on.
0 < S < f  S 0 < 5 < r  1
7 \ t ,  w) is, for every i obviously measurable process and for any fixed t is F™ measurable.
Moreover
u> ■ 2  f  (y '(t ,  w))2dt =  °° j  С  { с о : /  2^ ( 7 \ t ,  to) -  y ‘N(t, W))2dt >  0
C  j CO : sup If I >  N j
0 < S < í n j
The probability of the last set tends to zero as N —* so 2  /  (7 \ t ,  w))2dt < °° P a.e.
i = 1 0t
Thus the to integral /  7 \ s ,  w)dw can be correctly defined for every t. By the virtue of a 
0 1
well known property of to integral
^ {  j  /  ( 7N (s,  w )  -  7 ( 5,  w))dws j  >  o j  <  ? {  /  17^ ( 5,  w )  -  7 ( 5,  w ) I ds >  0 1 — >  0
as N
t
From this it follows that f „(/) stochastically converges to /  7(s,w)dw . Since lim fv (t) = 
= f t in probability so that
f = /  7(s, w)dw
0 s
The uniqueness of the representation can be easily proved:
Let 7 (i, w), 7 2(t, w) be functionals for which the representation (4) holds. Then for any 
0 < 1 applying to formula to
r\] = ( J (T jO ,  w) -  72(s, w ) ) e h v j 2
we have
0 = 172 = 2  f  2 • t1 dw[ + 2  I  (y\(s,  w) -  y ' ( s ,  w))2ds.
1 1 = 1 0  i ‘ 1 0
Therefore y ^ s , w) = y 2(s, w) for every 0 < / < l  with probability 1.
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Р е з ю м е
Об абсолютной непрерывности мер, соответ­
ствующих п мерным процессам диффузионного 
типа, относительно винеровской
В настоящей работе рассматривается абсолютная непрерывность 
мер (относительно винеровской меры) соответствующих многомерным 
процессам диффузионного типа. Обобщаются результаты Липцера и 
Ширяева на многомерный случай.
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ON THE ESTIMATION OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
IN CASE OF AN AUTOREGRESSIVE NOISE PROCESS
I. H. Gaudi
INTRODUCTION
In statistical time series analysis one of the most frequently discussed problem has the 
following formulation: a time series on the form
y{t) = m(t) + x (0 , t=  1 , 2 , . . .  ,7V
is observed, where m(t) is an unknown deterministic function and x(f) is a stochastic 
process with 0 mean and known spectrum. The purpose is to draw some conclusions for m(t) 
from the observed process y(t). In the practice we seek the function m(t) in the form 
к
m(t) = Z  a <pw (t),
V = l
where av are unknown coefficients and ^ v\ t )  are known functions (usually polinomials or 
trigonometric polinomials). We have to estimate the coefficients av. The most natural way is 
the method of least squares.
With the following notations






\ aJ \  Т(Л0 /  ^ </?(/) (7V)
and
Ф = (V>(1),<?(2), -----V(k))
the least square estimator á of the vector a takes the form 
a = (ф* ф)~ 1 ф* у.
In the case of normal white noise estimator a coincides with the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the vector a. If we suppose, that the noise process x(t) is normal, but not 
white and it has known correlation matrix R,  we have the maximum likelihood estimator a Q 
of the vector « in the form
Beérkezett: 1973. november 18.
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a0 = (Ф * /? -1Ф Г 1Ф * Я -1>\
It is well known, that a Q has minimal dispersion among the linear unbiased estimators of 
a. From the point of wiew of computational technics the inversion of the matrix R for enor­
mously large TV is a difficult problem. Both the estimators à and aQ are normally distrib­
uted (as linear combinations of Gaussian variables) with expectations and variances
Ea = (Ф* Ф Г 1 Ф*Ey = (Ф* Ф Г 1 Ф* Фа = а 
E(a -  а)(а -  а )* = (Ф* Ф)“ 1Ф* R Ф(Ф* Ф)“ 1 
Еа0 = (Ф* R -  1 Ф)~ 1Ф* R -  1 Фа = а 
Е(а0 — а )(а0 — а)* = (Ф* R~  1 Ф)_ *.
In this work we investigate the problem of the distribution of the estimators by the 
method of computer simulation. The question is, how they depend on simple parameters as 
damping and hidden periodicity.
1. Let us regard the process 
y(t) = a costot  + x(t)
where the frequency to is a given constant, a is the unknown parameter and x(t) is a 
discrete time parameter second order autoregressive process i.e. x(r) satisfies the difference 
equation
x(t) = ax(t  — 1) + ßx(t -  2) + e(t).
The coefficients a and ß are known real numbers satisfying the condition a 2 + 4/3< 0, 
the process e(t) is a standard discrete time parameter white noise. The ’’period” of this 
scheme is 2rr/to t , where
la, I
to. = arccos —  - — .
2 V -  а 2
On this example we can investigate another curious problem of the time series analysis, 
namely the distinction of a process with periodic mean value function from a process with 
hidden periodicity. We summarise the results of our computer simulation experiments about 
the statistical behaviour of the least square estimator a and the maximum likelihood esti­
mator aM of the unknown parameter in tabular form, when the damping parameter X and 
the hidden frequency to, of the process x(/) where varied.
The least square estimator a has the form
A'
2  y ( t ) coscotл i la = ---------------------
N
2  cos2 0ott = 1
- 13 -
(The estimator a is the maximum likelihood estimator of a under the false hypothesis that
the noise is white.)
The maximum likelihood estimation aM can be calculated from the conditional densi­
ty function
/ = ---- ^ 77: exp{- ^  2 ( x ( t )  - a x ( t
(2n)Nl2 2
1) — ßx(t  -  2))2}
of the process x(/) = y(t) — a coseat, t -  1 ,2 , .  . . ,N,  under the condition that x(0) = .
The solution of the likelihood equation
d In / 
da = 0




A = 2  Í cos2 cat + a 2 cos2 co(t -  1) + ß2 cos2 co(/ — 2)
I
— 2a cos со t cos со(/ — 1 ) -  2ß cos со t cos co(i -  2)
+ 2aß cos co( / — 1 ) cos co( t — 2) j
В = 2 j {y(/) cos cot + a 2y(t  — 1) cosco(/ — 1) +
t
+ ßy(t  -  2) cosco(/ — 2) — ay(t  -  1) cos со / -
-  ay(/) cos со(/ -  1 ) — /Зу’С/ -  2) cos со / —
— ß.y(/) coscо(/ — 2) + a|3^(/ — 2) cosco(/ — 1)
+ aßy(t — 1) cosco(/ — 2)} .
2. In our concrete example the parameters were chosen as follows: 
a = 6 .8, a =  1.83, /3 = — 0.98, со = j g .
So the period of the noise is 16.04 and the damping parameter is small (УТк98). Table 1. 
shows the dependence of estimators on the number of observations. In the first column we can 
find the numbers of observations, in the second column the type of the estimator, in the 2.nd— 
6.th columns the 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.8, 0.9 and 0.95 respectively, quantiles of estimators (calcu­
lated from 200—500 samples), and the last two columns contain the mean value and the dis­
persion of the estimators.
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We get similar results in every case, when the period of m(t)  and the hidden period of 
x(t ) are far from each other (e.g. со < 27г/40 or со > 2я/12). The two estimators differ 
essentially in the case of small number of observations, while for N > 300 they almost 
coincide.
Table 2. shows the dependence of estimator on the frequency <o -  in this case N  = 40. 
The construction of table 2. is similar to the first one.
When the frequency of m(t) is equal to the hidden frequency of x( t ) (2ir/(o = 16) the 
signal and the noise cannot be separated. In this case the least square estimator is better than 
the maximum likelihood one — in the sequel we return to this phenomenon. For large со 
both estimators are better: there are more waves on the interval of observations. To avoid this 
effect we investigated the behaviour of estimators on the intervals the length of which is 2 or 
1 waves.
These results are contained in tables 3. and 4.
The least square estimation gives very bad results for T < 5, while the maximum 
likelihood estimator becomes continuously better as the distance between the frequencies of 
the noise and the signal grows.
Figure 1. shows the dependence of dispersions of the two variant of estimators on u> in the 
neighbourhood of the frequency of the noise, observing 2 waves.
Experiments were made to determine, how the damping influences the statistical 
behaviour of the estimates. In a natural way, when the damping grows, the distance between 
the two estimates decreases. If a = 1.488 and ß = -  0.64 (then the frequency of the noise 
coincides with the previous, and the damping equals 0 .8) the two estimates are not essentially 
different.
So far we have supposed that the noise was a second order autoregressive process with 
known parameters. By simulation we examined the behaviour of the estimators in the case if 
the noise is a higher 4—5 order autoregressive process and we use a second order approximation 




of estim. 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.95 m a
ML -0 .8 2 -0 .0 7 1.97 9.99 11.81 13.61 6.12 4.47•J LS -8 .7 3 - 4 . 1 2 0.35 13.76 16.67 19.94 6.82 8.86
10 ML 3.15 3.84 4.84 8.77 9.95 10.81 6.85 2.34LS -5 .8 0 -  2.49 -0 .0 6 13.84 16.10 18.48 6.78 7.65
1 s ML 3.89 4.43 5.17 8.20 8.96 9.73 6.78 1.75
LS -  2.71 -  0.87 2.02 12.07 14.57 17.14 7.09 5.80
20 ML 3.99 5.03 5.70 7.87 8.38 8.99 6.71 1.42LS 0.68 2.02 3.94 9.60 11.14 12.10 6.79 3.54
30 ML 5.03 5.33 5.77 7.64 8.25 8.62 6.73 1.17LS 3.31 4.27 5.20 8.86 9.98 10.40 6.73 2.22
40 ML 5.04 5.41 5.92 7.64 8.20 8.59 6.89 1.10LS 3.90 4.26 5.19 8.16 9.10 9.82 6.90 1.75
50 ML 5.09 5.44 5.94 7.54 7.86 8.13 6.72 0.97LS 4.38 4.96 5.58 7.93 8.47 9.02 6.72 1.38
60 ML 5.38 5.68 6.11 7.49 7.83 8.01 6.78 0.86LS 4.95 5.23 5.60 7.86 8.43 8.84 . 6.80 1.28
80 ML 5.62 5.92 6.20 7.48 7.83 7.91 6.87 0.73LS 5.83 5.72 6.05 7.59 8.06 8.28 6.86 0.92
100 ML 5.66 5.89 6.19 7.37 7.59 7.88 6.74 0.65LS 5.36 5.61 6.01 7.48 7.83 8.22 6.73 0.88
200 ML 6.05 6.19 6.42 6.97 7.19 7.39 6.76 0.40LS 5.86 6.07 6.29 7.12 7.54 7.81 6.74 0.58
300 ML 6.15 6.22 6.44 7.00 7.20 7.35 6.76 0.35LS 6.06 6.18 6.36 7.10 7.26 7.44 6.75 0.41
Table 1.




of estim. 0.01 0.1 0 .2 0.8 0 .9 0.95 m a
40 ML 2 .94 4.14 5 .2 5 8.20 9 .5 6 9.79 6.76 1.90LS - 0 .0 9 2.04 3 .9 7 9.59 11.60 13.04 6.74 3.84
10 ML 2.45 3.54 4 .4 0 8.99 9 .95 10.33 6.62 2.52J V LS 0 .6 6 2.58 3 .7 4 9.07 10.84 11.65 6.63 3.33
20 ML 0 .13 1.56 2 .9 8 10.15 11.73 13.28 6.47 4.22LS -  9 .32 - 5.81 -  1.13 14.39 18.03 22.30 6.53 9.15
1Я ML - 4 .1 8 -  2.71 0 .3 6 12.32 16 .50 18.46 6.78 7.49LS -  1 1.43 - 7.08 -  1.46 15.17 2 1 .0 4 24.45 6.93 10.66
16 ML -  4 2 .3 9 -  35.53 -  1 8 .34 29.71 3 9 .6 2 52.11 4 .26 28.28LS -  14.62 - 9.44 - 4 .2 3 19.11 2 4 .5 2 27.16 6.76 13.01
14 ML -  1.59 0.09 1.85 11.26 13.64 15.28 6.98 5.35LS -  7 .0 7 - 4.24 -  0 .1 7 13.58 17.60 21.79 7.18 8.35
ML 3 .13 3.77 4 .7 0 8.55 9.51 10.31 6.73 2.161 4. LS -  0 .73 2.10 4 .0 0 9.79 11.35 12.86 6.57 3.95
10 ML 5 .0 0 5.48 5 .8 2 7.71 8 .0 7 8.47 6.81 1.10LS 2.97 3.99 4 .9 5 8.93 9 .7 8 10.29 6.83 2.25
я ML 5 .87 6.06 6 .3 7 7.30 7 .48 7.77 6.81 0.57
LS 4 .5 2 5.13 5 .7 0 7.85 8 .5 0 8.85 6.82 1.29
s ML 6 .48 6.53 6 .65 6.94 7 .06 7.14 6.80 0.20
LS 5 .7 6 5.93 6 .1 7 7.35 7.61 7.86 6.79 0.65
Table 2.




of estim. 0.05 0 . 1 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.95 m a
50 ML 5.16 5.54 5.90 7.67 8.08 8.61 6.76 1.06LS 4.19 4.65 5.34 8.09 8.77 9.28 6.74 1.56
40 ML 4.74 5.10 5.67 7.86 8.58 8.93 6.83 1.29LS 4.06 4.73 5.44 8.25 9.10 9.54 6.88 1.67
30 ML 4.09 4.58 5.31 8.35 9.00 9.73 6.75 1.77LS 1.73 2.77 4.14 9.13 10.41 11.66 6.73 2.91
20 ML 0.13 1.56 2.98 10.15 11.73 13.28 6.73 4.22LS -  9.32 -5 .81 -  1.13 14.39 18.09 22.30 6.62 9.15
18 ML -  9.74 -3 .5 8 0.29 13.24 16.76 19.32 6.25 8.21LS -  10.92 -  7.27 -  2.10 14.37 20.56 26.40 6.18 10.56
16 ML -  48.55 -37.01 -  22.16 35.52 45.05 57.99 5.31 32.45LS -  14.78 -  11.68 -  3.87 15.71 19.60 24.26 5.22 11.95
14 ML - 4 . 2 5 -  1.98 0.59 12.18 15.25 17.14 6.46 6.48LS -  12.09 -  7.98 -  2.91 15.69 20.59 23.46 6.47 10.87
12 ML 1.85 3.41 4.78 8.91 9.82 10.41 6.69 2.54LS -  5.13 -  2.32 1.05 12.56 15.56 17.54 6.72 6.98
10 ML 3.99 5.03 5.70 7.87 8.38 8.99 6.71 1.42LS 0.68 2.02 3.94 9.60 11.14 12.10 6.79 3.54
8 ML 5.14 5.40 5.90 7.50 7.76 8.05 6.70 0.89LS 4.59 5.22 5.55 7.84 8.31 8.74 6.76 1.25
ML 5.93 6.20 6.39 7.26 7.46 7.59 6.83 0.51
О LS 3.55 4.14 5.08 8.55 9.52 9.94 6.80 2.06
ç ML 6.1 1 6.22 6.35 7.12 7.26 7.47 6.78 0.44J LS 2.74 3.52 4.48 18.75 9.96 10.70 6.78 2.39
A ML 6.25 6.36 6.49 7.05 7.18 7.29 6.79 0.32
LS 1.51 2.10 3.84 9.62 11.25 12.10 6.77 3.22
ML 6.38 6.52 6.61 7.02 7.14 7.22 6.82 0.24
J LS -  0.62 1.26 3.72 9.69 12.11 13.53 6.77 4.24
Table 3.




of estim. 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.95 m о
cn ML 4.35 5.04 5.55 8.16 8.72 9.38 6.85 1.49J и LS 3.54 4.25 5.49 8.37 9.24 10.04 6.84 1.94
ДА ML 2.94 4.14 5.25 8.20 9.56 9.79 6.76 1.90чи LS -0 .0 9 2.04 3.97 9.59 11.60 13.04 6.74 3.84
ML 2.39 3.27 4.86 9.06 10.46 11.44 7.00 2.75j U LS 0.93 2.22 3.29 10.32 11.95 13.64 7.08 3.88
ML -3 .7 9 -  1.63 0.67 13.52 15.28 16.42 7.00 6.44zu LS -  14.39 -  11.13 -  5.25 18.63 24.08 26.77 6.76 13.29
1 ä ML -  11.57 -  8.80 -4 .3 0 15.48 20.34 22.65 6.34 11.23
LS -  12.28 -  9.70 -3 .9 6 16.01 22.80 29.85 6.22 12.24
1 а ML -  73.55 -5 9 .3 4 -37 .95 42.88 62.07 87.86 2.89 48.041 о LS -  17.87 -  12.91 -  8.60 13.37 17.23 19.96 3.12 12.15
1 л ML -9.21 -  5.14 -  1.95 14.00 17.86 20.81 6.22 9.001 ч LS -  11.99 -  9.56 -4 .22 17.79 21.75 25.25 6.32 11.57
1 9 ML -  1.03 0.83 3.01 10.27 12.54 13.65 6.70 4.39
LS -  10.99 -  6.88 -  2.75 15.04 20.12 25.65 6.68 10.78
1 П ML 3.15 3.84 4.84 8.77 9.95 10.81 6.85 2.34
LS - 5 . 8 -  2.49 -0 .0 6 13.84 16.10 18.48 6.78 7.65
О ML 4.29 4.64 5.44 7.74 8.52 9.25 6.70 1.47
LS -3 .3 6 -  1.66 1.46 11.92 13.93 15.57 6.64 5.66
ML 5.33 5.68 5.95 7.63 8.06 8.44 6.81 0.96о LS -  1.90 - 0 . 2 7 2.28 10.55 13.28 15.99 6.82 5.46
ML 5.72 5.98 6.26 7.42 7.84 8.03 6.84 0.71
LS -4 .13 -  1.28 1.23 12.46 14.99 16.93 6.83 6.37
А ML 5.74 6.04 6.29 7.27 7.49 7.71 6.77 0.58
LS -0 .7 7 1.34 2.95 10.44 11.75 14.16 6.77 4.37
ML 5.67 5.83 6.24 7.34 7.71 7.88 6.80 0.69•D LS 0.95 2.63 4.08 9.29 11.03 11.96 6.79 3.35
Table 4.
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Р е з ю м е
Об оценке параметра регрессии, когда 
процесс шума является процессом авто­
регрессии
В настоящей работе рассматривается процесс у(о = űcoswm- *(/), 
гд е  и -данная константа, а -  неизвестный параметр и x(t) удов­
летворяет стохастическому разностному уравнению
x(t) = ax ( t  — 1 ) + ßx(t -  2) + e(t).
Постоянные « и ß удовлетворяют условию a2 + 4ß< o, x(t) предпола­
гается стационарным и е(о является стандартным белым шумом 
с дискретным временем.
Методом статических испытаний исследуется поведение разных 
типов оценок.
Результаты показывают, что при малом числе наблюдений 
зачитывая специальную форму получаются лучшие оценки параметра 
а (доверительное множество уж е). В случае большого выбора 
оценки таким образом не станут лучшими.
Если период сигнала и скрытый период шума близки друг 
к другу, то тогда нельзя отделить сигнал от шума.
MTA Számítástechnikai és Automatizálási Kutató Intézete, Közlemények 13. (1974)
ON AN ESTIMATE FOR THE PARAMETER OF A MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
STATIONARY GAUSSIAN MARKOV PROCESS, AND AN APPLICATION
I. Ratkó and M. Ruda
INTRODUCTION
In the paper estimates and confidence limits for the parameter of a multidimensional 
stationary Gaussian Markov process are considered. The estimate of the coefficient—matrix of 
a multidimensional stationary Gaussian Markov process, under certain weak conditions, may 
be reduced to the estimate for the parameter of a onedimensional real (respectively complex) 
stationary Gaussian Markov process.
These latter estimates and the distribution of the estimates are given in [4] and in [5].
Through the research of a geophysical problem (the axis of instantaneous rotation of the 
Earth) the authors compare the effeciency of the methods of the various estimates for the 
parameter.
Computer realizations are given for the various parameter estimation procedures, and 
their application to the above mentioned geophysical problem.
The estimation of the parameters and the determination of the confidence limits of o n e - 
dimensional continuous Gaussian Markov processes can be found in the papers of Arató [4] 
and Arató—Benczúr [5].
Employing the results of these papers we give results for similar problems in the multi­
dimensional case as well for continuous as for discrete processes.
The results are valid under certain conditions; the case, when the conditions are not sat­
isfied, requires further investigations. In the final part of the paper the efficiencies of the 
different parameter estimation methods are compared in connection with a geophysical prob­
lem, concerning variations of the axis of rotation of the Earth.
1. The continuous case
Let £(/) be a multidimensional continuous stationary Gaussian Markov process:
= A l^(t)dt + dw(t),
where w(f) is a Wiener process and we assume that the real component of the eigenvalues of 
matrix A is negative.
By Baxter’s theorem we have: if 
E(dw • dw*) = Bdt,
Beérkezett: 1973. november 20.
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then
lim Ц ( ' * ) - i ^ k - i  )]* = * *  T
™x« k ~ tk - i )
(with probability 1), where 0 = tQ < t x < . . . < tn is a partition of the interval [0, T], and 
В is the covariancy matrix of w(0- As it is well-known, all matrices can be brought to the 
Jordan form.
Denote with B'  the Jordan form of В :
В' = SBS~ 1.
Since В is symmetrical, B' is a diagonal matrix.
The elements o f the principal diagonal of B' are just the eigenvalues of В and if 
—S sii’ s2i> • • • ’ sni) eigenvector belonging to the i-th eigenvalue, then S  = (s This
makes S unambiguous.
We suppose also, that A' = SAS~ 1 is in Jordan form.
Consider now the transform of the process £(0,  that is the stationary Gaussian Markov 
process:
(1) d£(t )= A ’£ ( t ) d t+ d w \ t ) ,
where £(t) = S£( t ) ,  w '(0  = Sw(t). It is easy to verify, that SBS* gives the covariancy 
matrix of vv'(0- Because S in unitery, the latter equals SBS~ 1. This means, that B' is 
precisely the covariancy matrix of w'(t). The eigenvalues of A are all different (simple) 
with probability 1.
Then A' also is of diagonal form, therefore the equation (1) is decomposed in the fol­
lowing n equations:
(2) dÇk{t)= - \ £ k (t)dt+ dw'k (t), k = \ , 2 , . . . , n ,
where -X . is an eigenvalue of A and X. Ф X. As S  can be determined using
B' = SBS~ 1, we can deduce confidence limits for the elements of A from the confidence 
limits for the parameters of the transformed process.
a) \ k is real
The process (we leave the index and the prime) is:
d£(t) = -  \£ ( t )d t  + dw(t).
We can state the following on the basis of [4]: if the observation happens in the interval 
[0, T\, then
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A - ( s j  - \ t ) + ^ ( s \ - \ ) 2 +
2 Ts\
provides and estimation, where
s\  = ^ (£ 2(0) + £2(П ) ,  s] = у  [  £2(r)d/.
л
In the case of the given realization X can calculated from the above equation. Similarly 
on the basis of [4] confidence limits can be given for X.
b) \ k is complex
(We leave the index к and the prime.)
The process is given by
d%(t) = -  X£(t)dt + dw(t).
Now, if £(/) = r?(t) + /?(0 , vv(t) = <p(t) + i\p(t), X = a — ßi (thus ß > 0), from the relation: 
d[r}{t) + /Ç(f)] = ( -  a + iß)[i}(t) + iW)]dt  + d[<f>(t) + i\p(t)]
we deduce the processes:
dri(t) = -  aii(t)dt -  ß$(t) + d^pit) 
dÇ(t) = ßri(t)dt -  al;(t)dt + d\^(t).
The estimations for ß and for a can be found in [5]:
a
where
s] = ^  [l^(0)|2 + |*(Г)12],
(  \Z(t)\2dt,
1 1 b
r = \ r i v d K - Kd r i )
1 о
and a = b'kk (if we consider the process %к), i.e. a is the X-th element of the principal 
diagonal of B'.
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In the case o f a given realization S j, a anc* r — therefore also a and ß — can be 
calculated.
With the help o f the table in [5] we can give confidence limits for <*;
( у  — ßs2] У has N(0, 1) distribution.
Finally we determine confidence limits for the elements of A.
Let be S = P + iQ, A ’ = A l + iA2. Then S~ 1 = P  + iQ', where
P'= (P+ QP~l Q r \  Q=  - « 2  + P Q - ' P ) - 1
(the existence of the inverses can be proved).
A = S - 1 A 'S  = P'A^P -  P 'A 2Q -  Q' AXQ -  Q'A2P,
because A is a real matrix.
We suppose, that confidence limits can be determined for the elements of A'  (precisely 
for the elements o f A j and of A 2) at the confidence level 1 — e (let all eigenvalues of A 
have non—zero imaginary components).
By a simple calculation we obtain for the element a., of A :
Р(а\р < a.. <  «<*>) > ( \ -  2e)n = 1 -  e*.
where
e -  f ( 2 ) ( - 2e)*,
Ц 1}) = P'A[l)P - P 'A ™ Q  -  Q'A[2)Q -  Q 'A ^P ,
(а\}Ь = P'A[2)P -  P'A™Q -  Q'A[l)Q -  Q 'A ^P ,
where we denote with A ^  (A^2)) respectively with A ^  (A (22)) the matrices formed by the 
left (right) endpoints of the intervals at the confidence level 1 — e.
In the case where of the eigenvalues o f A precisely / are real, the ’’sharper” inequality 
Д <  af/ <  a ÿ b  > (1 -  e)' • (1 -  2e)n~l
is valid.
2. The discrete case
Let i^(k) be a multidimensional discrete stationary Gaussian Markov process: 
*(*)= l ) +w( k )
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where w(/c) is a Wiener process and the modules of the eigenvalues of Q are less than 1. 
We approximate this process by a continuous process:
d£(t)  = A£(t)dt  + dw(t),
where A = \nQ and the random variables £(l) , j^(2),  . . .  are the realizations of £ (/) at the 
moments 6 , 2 8 , . .  . .
We can estimate A on the basis of the previous paragraph.
. It is easy to verify that from the equation Q = e* and from the monotonity of the
,(i> „(2)4 a<2)function ex follows that the confidence interval \ j ' )= (e 11 , e 11 ) has at least the
confidence level 1 — e.
3. Variation of the instantaneous Earth rotation axis
The instantaneous rotation axis of the Earth constantly changes its position relatively to 
the Earth itself.
Several authors deal with the investigation of these variations. We can mention e.g. the 
paper [3] of A. M. WALKER and A. YOUNG or the paper [2] of D. R. BRILLINGER.
A model of a solution of the problem can be found also in the paper [1] of M. ARATÓ. As 
it is known, this change — as a two-dimensional process — consists of two components: o f a 
component varying regularly every year and of a component varying with a period, of about 
14 months. The two components are clearly indicated in the periodograms of fig. l /а and fig. 
1/b.
Figure 1/a
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We apply the following model to the description of the phenomenon (see [ 1]). The data 
(600—600 observations) were taken from the paper [3] of Walker and Young. For a comparison 
we made also calculations on the ground of data published by Orlov (see [6]).
The Component with the yearly period we consider as a deterministic process, as a 
sinus function with given amplitude and phase. The estimation of the parameters for this 
component is a regression problem. We note, that Brillinger [2] subtracted simply the monthly 
averages from the original process, as the values of the component with the 12-months period.
In the regression problem we assume that both components of the process is in the form 
jc = A + В sin cot + C cos оot + ef
where A, B , C  are constans, e( is a white noise process and со = 2ir/12 we have one 
observation per month.
Applied the estimated coefficients A , B , C  we can subtract from the original process 
the yearly component.
Now we regard the residue process as a two dimensional first order autoregressive process 
(see [ 1] and §. 2. in this work).
In our case the matrix Q, in 2. paragraph, is in form
a -  b
b a
and w(t) is a white noise process with independent components.
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Let as denote
the estimate of the matrix Q, where and a2 respectively b { and b2 are in general 
not equal. Let
A J A A
a = 2 (fli + a2'>
A  1 A  A
b = -^(bl + b2) 
be the estimate of a and b.
The estimated values for 600—600 observations: a. = 0.87, b. = 0.37, = 0.39,
b2 = 0.89.
We can characterize the accuracy of the model fittin with the components of the w(/) 
residue noise process. In this case the two residue components e t f and e2t have variances 
0"0.34 resp. 0".035, similarly to [2]. The autocovariancie functions and the estimate of 
periodograms see on the Figures 2/a, 2/b resp. 3/a, 3/b.
Figure 2/a





We can examine the properties of the t j  t and e, f processes by the means Of various 
statistical tests. On the basis of the number of the local maximum and minimum sets we can 
accept that ext and e2t are independent noise processes. However considering the serial 
test can be saw that the sign of both components are changing very often that is the length 
of the series is very short—although the case is similar for example at the usual library random 
number generators.
The following question arize in connection with the later problem: What is the cause of 
the bad fitting of the serial test, the incomplete model or the inacurate parameter estimate?
An other question: Does the above mentioned model present any reason for the change 
of the original process, which is not connected with the 12 and 14 monthly périodes?
Note: We made the various parameter estimates using the time series program package of
the institut.
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Р е  з ю м е
Об оценке параметров многомерного стационар­
ного гауссовского марковского процесса и её
применение
В настоящей работе даются оценки параметра гауссовского  
марковского процесса, и определяются доверительные границы. 
Примером из практики решается геофизическая задача.
MTA Számítástechnikai és Automatizálási Kutató Intézete, Közlemények 13. (1974)
ON THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF AN AUTOREGRESSIVE 
MOVING AVERAGE PROCESS WITH ERROR
A. Abd—Alla
INTRODUCTION
Let e(t), t = 0, ± 1, ±2, . . . , be a sequence of uncorrelated normal random variables 
with mean zero and constant variance a2. Let the process XU), t = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . with 
mean £[.^(7)] = 0 and variance E[XU)]2 = o2x  be stationary autoregressive process of order
P,
(1) X{f)= 1)+ . . . +  Ф pX ( t - p ) +  e(t)
We suppose that the constants Ф] , . . . , Фр are such that moduli of the roots of the equation
(2) TP -  Фхг р - Х - ф 2я >-2 -  . . . - Ф  = 0
are less than unity.
Let the process Y(t), t=  0, ±1,±2,  . . .  with mean £[T(r)] = 0 and variance 
E[Y(t)]2 = о у be completely random series, i.e. is a sequence of independent random variables 
with common normal distribution. It will be assumed that the process Y(t) is the observation 
error which is additive and independent of the original time series X(t).  Thus if Z(t) denotes 
the observation at time t then we have
(3) ZU) = XU)  + YU)
From our assumptions it follows that the process XU) and therefore the process ZU) 
too are normal.
1. The likelihood function in general case
Before we discuss the likelihood function in general case we are going to get the inverse 
of the covariance matrix of the process
(4) W(t)= e(t)+ Г ( 0 - Ф XY U -  D - . . . - Ф p Y U - p )
From (1) and (3) the process W(t) is given by
(5) Z U ) - * XZ U -  1) — - . .  — ФpZ ( t - p ) =  WU)
Beérkezett: 1974. június 18.
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Since the means of the process Y(t) and e(t) are equal to zero, the mean of the proc­
ess W(t) is equal to zero and its variance is given by
(6) Oy = ° l +  о y  ( 1 + Ф2 + . . . + Ф2)
It is clear from (4) that the covariance function of the process W(t) is equal to
zero for |s| > p and the covariances i< 1), v(2) , . . . , v(p) are given by
K D =  -  а2у (Ф1 - Ф 1Ф2 - Ф 2Ф3 -  . . . - Ф р ^ Ф р )
v(2) = -  а2 (Ф2 - Ф ^ з  - Ф 2Ф4 -  . . . - Ф р _ 2Фр)
v(p) = -  о \  Фр
If , g2,.  . . , gp are defined by
*1 =
R i l l
о2W
g = -  ^  
p a2
then the covariance matrix 1,N of the random variables W(t), ( t = l , . . . , N )  is
(7) I,N = o2wAN
where the matrix \ N is given by,
33 -
1 ' « I ~ g2 • • ■ • • ~ gP • ' • . . 0
- « 1 1 ~ gP - 1* ■ • . . 0
1 . . . • • ~ gp - 2 ' • * . . 0
gp gp -  1 gp -  2
0 0 0 ..................  0 .................. 1
Let U be the matrix define by U = i ô, + { f ] where 8fs is Kronecker delta. The 
matrix can be written in terms of U as follows
Ад, = [ I - £ 1(U' + U ) - g 2(U’2 + U2) - . . . - g p(U'P + UP)]
Hence the inverse АГ, 1 of A., is/V /V
(8) A- 1 = [ I - g 1(U' + U ) - g 2(U'2 + U2) - . . . - g p(U'P + UP) ] - 1
N 2
= Z  [gj(U' + U) + g2(U' + U2) +  . . .  + gD (IT  + Up )] *
/=0 p
The approximated value of A~ 1 ; For small values of gl ,g2, ■■ ■ , gp we can neglect 
the terms of orders o(g2),o(g2), . . . ,o(g2) and then the approximated value of \ N is 
given by
P p
AN 1 «  I  +  Z  gt(u '*  +  и ' )  +  [ Д  gf(U ' 7 +  u 2) ] 2
First we are going to obtain the joint density function of the random variables 
Щ 1), W(2), . . .  , W(N). For any set of real numbers w(l),  w(2),. . . , w(N)  the joint density 
function p u.... w,Z w ( l) ,  vv(2) , . . . , w(7V)) of the random variables
H'(l), W(2), . . W'iXo is given by
0 ° )  P w ( l ) , w ( 2 ) ........ HA0( w ( 1 ) ’ vv(2)’ • • • ’ W(Ar))
Л  A
= (2П) 2 |1дг1 2exp [ -  Z  w(0o'/ vv(/)]
z », / * l
- -  - 1 "
= (2Па2 ) 2 |Ajy 1 2 exp [— — Z  w(i)aliw(j)]
2a ^ '. /* i
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where { ű^J = A« 1 and it is given by (8) and Z 1 = { o ^ ) . Let us suppose that 
Z ( -  p + 1) = Z(— p + 2) = . . .  = Z(0) = 0.
Now we are going to obtain the joint density function of the random variables 
Z (l), Z(2 ) , . . . ,  Z(A0- For any set of real numbers z (l),z (2 ), . . . ,z(N) the joint density 
function PZ(1)>Z(2)....... z w W ) , z( 2 ) , . . .  ,z(N))  is given by
^Z (l),Z (2 )..........' ' ' ’ Z^ ) )
= P|«l),it'(2) , . . . , i iW (z(1),z(2) ~  $ !* (!) . • • • ,г(Л0 -  Фxz ( N -  1) -  . . .  -  фр г № - р ) )
where the jacobian o f transformation from íV( 1 ), W(2), . . . , R^iV) to Z(1),Z(2), . . . ,Z(7V) 
equals to unity. From (10), (11) the joint density function of Z (l), Z (2),. . . , Z(N)  is given 
by
( 12) PZ(1),Z(2) ,. . . • • • ’ Z(W)
- -  - -  *
= (2П а^) 2 |Алг| 2 exp [— -  Z  Jz(/) -  Ф.гЦ -  1) -
2a ^ '. / ' = 1
-  . . .  -  ФргЦ -  p)jűyjz(/) -  Ф1г(у -  1) -  . .  . -  Фр г(/ -  p)}]
Equation (12) gives the exact likelihood function if {a‘! } = A^ 1 is given by (8) and the 
approximated likelihood function if A^ 1 is given by (9).
2. Special cases
2.1 First order autoregressive process with error: In this case the matrix AN is given by
1 0 0 .  .  . .  .  0
- S i
1 - S i 0 .  .  . .  .  0
0 - S i 1 - S i  ■ • • .  .  0
0 0 - S i 1 .  .  . .  .  0
0 0 0 0 .  .  . .  .  1
Where
ер- ф r  M
81 a2 + a \ (  1 + Ф2)
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Or
А„ = I - g , ( U ' +  U).
The inverse of AN is
N
(13) A- 1 = {u"} = 2  [S,(U' + U)]'
/*0
From (13) a1' can be written
(1 4 ) a 1'  =  bif +  o (g 2 )
w here
1 +  g \ i — i  i , j = \ , N
1 +  2g] » =  /  » , / = 2 , 3 ,
1 <  I / - / K  2
0 elsew here
Supposing that Z(0) = 0, the likelihood function is
(15) Pz(\),Z(2)...... Z(N)^Z  ^ z(2), . • •, z(N))
- -  - -  _1
= (2Пa2 ) 2 |A„I 2 exp[— — 2  { 2 (0 -
2a2, ' - / * 1
-  Фj z(i -  1 )}ay{z(/) -  Фj*(/ -  1)}]
Where al/ is given by (13).
The determinant lA^ | (See [1]) is given by
(16) |А „| = [1 + g2x(\ - N ) } +  o{g\).
Neglecting all terms of o(g2) in (14) (15), it can be easily by using (14), (15), (16) 
show that the logarithm of the approximated likelihood function is the same as that obtained 
by Abd—Alla, Benczúr (see [1]).
2.2 Second order autoregressive process with error: In this case g t , g2 are given by
-  V y O  - ф 2) 
gl ~ a] + 02 (1 + ф ; + Ф2)
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82 a\  + 4 ( 1  + ф? + Ф2)
the matrix Ад. is given by
(17) Ад, = [I — gj (U' + U) -  g2(U'2 + U2)]
and А д 1 is
N  2
A- 1 =  2  [g l (U' +  U) +  g2(U' +  U2)]'
If are small and neglecting all terms of order o(g2),o(g2) then
A" 1 «  1 + ^ ( 0 ' +  U) + g2(U'2 + U2) + g2(U' + U) •
(U' + U) + g2(U'2 + U2)(U'2 + U2) + g l g2t(U' + U) • 
(U'2 + U2) + (U'2 + U2)(U' + U)]
Supposing Z ( -  1) = Z(0) = 0, the likelihood function is
( 18) Pz(\),Z(2) , .  . . ,Z(N)^Z^ ’ ’ Z(W
- -  - -  *
= (2Пa2,) 2 |Ад,| 2 exp [— — 2_  {z(0 -  Ф^О' -  1)
2<V  ,J ~l
-  Ф2г(/ -  2)}a'/ (z(/) -  ФyZ(j -  1) -  Ф2г(/ -  2)j] 
where { a '7 } = А д 1 and it is given by (17).
2.3 First order autoregressive moving average process. In this case the process is 
(19) д / ) - ф 1^ - 1 ) = е ( О - 0 1е (1 -1 ) ,
the process W(t) is
W(t)= e(t) — 0 j 6(í — 1),
and gj is given by
(20)
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Supposing that X(0) = 0 the joint density function of the random variables 
X ( l ) , X ( 2 ) , . . . , X(N) is given by
(21) Px(l),X( • • • >х(ЛГ))
= (2Па^,) 2 lAwl 2 exp [— — 2  (x(j) -
-  -  D) a'* (x(fc) -  -  1))]
Where a,k is given ( 13) with gj given by (20).
Equation (21) gives the likelihood function. It is difficult to obtain numerically the 
maximum likelihood estimation of the parameter Ф1 from this (as ajk are polinomials of 
Ф ^. This is one of the reasons to obtain an approximated likelihood function (when Ф1 «  0). 
From (14), (16), (21) the logarithm H + of the approximated likelihood function (neglecting 
all terms of order o(g2)) is given by
(22) H* = - - y  l o g ( 2 r i a £ , ) ------^ - ( 5 ? - 2 Ф 15 1 +
2°w
+ 4>;s3> - % < s i - ф ,№ 2 + х3) + ф ; 5 5) -  
<V
g2 O2




S. = 2  x(j)xU -  1) ; 
1 / 1 2
N
S.  =  2  x(j)x(j  -  2 )
2 / *  3
N
S, = 2  X2(j -  1) ; 
4 / --2
N
s \ =  2  x(j)x(j  -  3)
4 /  = 4
/V
Ss = 2  x(i  -  l )x( j  -  2 ) ;
N
s ,  =  2  x(j  - l ) * ( /  -  3 )
6 / - 4
s 7 =  2  x 2U) 
' / = 1
H + contains three unknown parameters Ф ,, a ^ í ö j T g j  = g j (0j  ). We are interested only 
in estimating Ф ,. First we are estimating ст2, ^  and after that we get an estimate of Ф ,.
= 0 gives
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ЭЯ+
(23)
D['> + t ,0<‘> + g]D"> 
“ D<2» + t ,D»>  + gfD»>
Where
"Í" -  S, : д|12) = s 3
0<2'> -  s 2 +  S ,  ; D f  = M5
0 (31} = 2 S X + S ^ + S s ; Z)<32> -  + s6)
If 0 j —► 0, gl —* 0 and (19) will be have the form 
X(t)-<t>l X ( t - \ ) =  e(t)
which is the form of the first order autoregressive process. Further from (23) if 0 t 
get
N
2  x ( j ) xu  - 1)
lim Ф, = —-----------------
0 we
N
2 V ( / )1=2
Which is the conditional maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter «hj of the first order 
autoregressive process obtained by Arató (see [3]).
0t f +
да,
= 0 and using (23)
w
(24)
D ?  + gxD f  + g\D \«  
* + glD ^  + g \ D ^
ah =
Where
Z)(!3) = S 7(D{2))2 -  + 5 3(Z><1))2
£><3> = I D ^ D ™  -  2Sx(D\l)D ^  + +
+ 2S3D[l)D(2l) + 2(D[2))2 -  2(S2 + + ZS5 (Z) ^ ) 2





Z><3) = 57(Z>(22))2 + 2S1D(2)D(2) -  2Sy{D(^ D (2) +
+ D[l)D ^  + D\1)D[2)) + S jK Z )^ )2 + 2Z)(,r)£>(31)] + 4D(12)D(22) -  2(52 + 5 3) •
• (D\l)D{2) + D[l)D\2)) + 4S3D[l)D (2l) + 257(Z)<2))2 -  2(25, + 54 + 5S) •
• Z)«1^ »  + (53 + S6)(D[l))2
Z>(4) = MZ)*1*)2 
Z)(24) = IN D ^D ™
0 (34) = M(Z)(21})2 + 2D\l)D{3l)]
and by using (23), (24) we get the following second order equation for g,
Cy + + gyC3 = 0
C, = SyD(*\D[2))2 -  (S2 + S3) D ^ D [ l)D (2) + S3D ^ \ D [ l))2 
C2 = Sy[2D{^ D (2)D(2) + D(* \ d \2))2] -  (S2 +
+ 5 3KZ)(14)D(11)Z)(22) + D\A)D[l)D\2) + D ^ D \ l)D{2}) +
+ 55[2Z>(4)Z>(,1)Z>(21) + D « \D \" ) 2] + 4S4D \*\d \2))2 -  4(25, + 54 + 5? ) •
• + 4(53 + S6)D(4)(£)(11))2 + 2(1 -A0Z>(4)(Z>(,2))2 
C3 = Sy [D\4)(D(2))2 + 2^)(12)D (32)Ű <14, + 2D (24)D (j2)Z)(22) +
+ D « \D ™ )2] -  (S2 + 53)(Z)<4)Z)(11>Z)(,2) + + ZJ^D^Z)*2*) +
+ 5 J [Z)(,4)(Z>(21))2 + 2Z)(4)Z)(11)Z)(31) + 2Z)^4)Z)j1)Z)21) + Z)^4)(Z)i11))2 ] +
+ &S1D(f )D(2)D(2) + 457Z»(24)(Z)(11))2 -  4(25, + 54 4 5 ? ) •
• (Z)(4)Z)(,1)Z)(22) + + D ^ D ^ D ™ )  +
+ 4(53 + 56)[Z)(,1)Z)(21)Z)(14) + £><24)(Z)<11))2 ] + (1 -N)[4Z>(4)Z)(12)Z)<22) +
+ 2Z>(24)(Z>(,2))2]
It was found by simulation that the roots of equation (25) were real and the root
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It was found by simulation that the roots of equation (25) were real and the root
.  - C j -  V ( C 2)! - 4 C , C 3
*. -  2Cj
is positive and near to the true value of . Using gj 
maximum likelihood estimation Ф1 of the parameter
.  л<» + g .B « 1 + *?£><■>
Ф' ‘  D«> +
It seems difficult to investigate the behaviour of Ф1 theoretically. By Monte-Carlo* 
method, the mean, the variance and quantiles were obtained for some values of Ф1 and ©j 
while Of was taken fixed and equals to unity in each case.
The same values were obtained for the estimation Ф ,^ — Walker’s estimate (see [4])
N ~ 2  Â  x O W + V  
ф* = -... ;  Ív1 ' ,-----------------
ДГ _  t x(i)x(j+ 1)
as an estimate of g j , the approximated 
Фх is given by
CONCLUSIONS
The results of simulation are given in tables (1-5). ZP1 denotes the quantile on the level 
p  = 0.1, ZP9 on the level p = 0.9, THETA denotes for the value of the parameter and 
THE UNKNOWN PARAMETER for the true value of Ф1.
It must be noted from the tables that
1. If the parameter Ф1 is near to one the Walker’s estimate is not worse than the approxi­
mated likelihood estimation. In case © } <0.1 the approximated maximum likelihood 
method is more suitable than the Walker’s estimate as it is shown it tables (1—3).
2. If the parameter Фх is small the Walker’s estimate is not applicable and the approximated 
maximum likelihood estimation is better (See tables (4—5)).
* In each case N = 100 and the number of repetition is 100.
T A B L E I1 I
THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION IF3THE UNKNOWN PARAMETER 0 . 9 9 Э
THF T A
BY USING




MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 ZP9 MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 ZP9
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 . 9 7 6 0 7 0 . 0006U 0.94*529 1 . 0 0 0 6 6 0.9584*8 0 . 0 0 0 6 8 0 . 9 3 6 5 7 0 . 9 8 0 0 0
0 . 0 5 0 0 0 . 9 7 0 9 9 0 . 0 0 0 7 6 0 . 9 2 7 8 3 0* 9 9 9 5 J 0.94*879 0.  00084* 0 . 9 0 1 3 6 0 • 979*»7
0 . 0 1 0  0 0 . 9 7 7 3 1 0 . 0 0 0 6 0 0.9<i<t0l 1.  0014*4* 0 . 9 5 6 2 1 0 . 0 0 0 7 2 0 . 9 1 6 8 7 0 . 9 8 0 9 7
0 . 0 0 5 0 0 . 9 7 8 9 2 0 . 3 0 0 6 3 0 . 9 3 6 9 3 1.  00<*11 0 . 9 5 6 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 7 5 0 . 9 1 7 2 8 0.9774*5
T ABLE( 2  I
THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION IF3THE UNKNOWN PARAMETER 0.90Э
THETA
BY USING




MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 ZP9 MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 ZP9
0 . 1П0 0 0 . 6 5 7 8 6 0 . 0 0  369 0 . 7 7 7 9 6 0 . 9 1 7 4 3 0 . 8 6 5 2  A 0 . 0 0 2 9 5 0 . 7 9 2 6 1 0 . 9 2 4 0 6
0 . 0 5 0 0 0 . 8 7 3 2 0 0 . 0 0 2 6 5 0 . 8 0  923 0 . 5 3 4 5 ‘+ 0 . 8 5 6 9 5 0 . 0 0 3 9 1 0 . 7 6 1 4 9 0 . 9 2 1 6 7
0 .OlOU 0 . 8 8 2 2 6 0 . 0 0 2 1 6 0 . 8 2 9 4 8 0 . 9 3 0 8 0 0 . 8 5 7 5 5 0 . 0 0 2 9 0 0 . 7 7 7 5 5 0 . 9 2 3 7 9
0 «9 Ü 50 0 . 8 8 9 8 1 0 . 0 0 2 2 4 0 . 8 1 1 9 1 0 .  54415 0 . 8 6 1 1 4 0 . 0 0 4 0 0 0 . 7 6 2 5 9 0 . 9 3 4 1 8
T IB L E í  3 »
THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION IF3THE UNKNOWN PARAMETER 0 . 7 0 3
THETA
BY USING




MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 IP 9 MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 ZP9
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 . 6 4 3 6 8 0 . 0 3 6 9 7 0 . 5 3 1 8 9 0 . 7 4 2 6 5 0 . 6 4 9 5 2 0 . 0 1 5 4 1 0 . 4 7 9 5 7 0 . 7 8 4 0 7
0 . 0 5 0 0 0 . 6 7 3 0 4 0 . 3 0 6 6 4 0 . 5 6 6 2 9 0 . 7 7 0 3 2 0 . 6 6 9 0 1 0 . 0 1 2 8 1 0 . 5 2 5 6 1 0 . 7 8 5 3 4
0 . 0 1 0 0 0 . 6 9 4 4 3 0 . 0 0 5 9 4 0 . 6 1 0 6 1 0 . 7 8 6 4 5 0 . 6 8 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 7 6 6 0 . 5 6 2 5 0 0 . 7 9 3 3 0
0 . 0 0 5 0 0 . 6 8 7 9 6 0 . 0 0 5 6 4 0 . 5 7 8 3 8 0 . 7 8 2 8 0 0 . 6 7 9 5 1 0 . 0 1 2 7 7 0 . 5 2 0 7 7 0 . 8 0 6 6 0
t a b l e  с 4 )
ГНЕ RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION IF3THE UNKNOWN PARAMETER 0 .5 0 Э
THFTA
BY USING




MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 7P9 MEAN VARIANCE ZP1 ZP9
0 . 1 0 0 0 0.418%4 0 . 0 0 9 8 7 0 . 2 7 7 0 3 0 . 5 7 1 7 0 U . 46180 0 . 0 5 8 1 7 0 . 1 2 2 4 1 0 . 7 2 7 7 6
0 . 0 5 0 0 0 . t»5 6 92 0 . 0 1 1 1 8 0 . 3 2 1 9 5 0 . 5 9 4 9 2 0 . 4 6 3 7 4 0 . 0 5 2 8 3 0 . 1 7 0 7 1 0 . 7 2 3 7 8
0 . 0 1 0 0 0 . 4 8 3 1 5 0 . 0 0 7 3 5 0 . 3 6 9 1 0 0 . 5 9 2 2 4 0 . 4 3 6 3 9 0 . 0 3 3 9 6 0 . 1 5 7 7 6 0 . 6 4 9 6 9
0 . 00 5 0 0 . 4 9 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 6 4 4 Ü. 3 8 9 1 2 0 . 6 0 7 1 0 0 . 4 6 2 7 0 0 . 0 4 6 2 0 0 . 1 3 S 8 2 0 . 7 2 3 6 7
TABLE { 5 )
THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION IF3THE UNKNOWN PARAMETER 0 .1 0 3
THETA
BY USING




MEAN VARIANCE ZPi ZP9 MEAN VARIANCE ZPI ZP9
0 . 0 5 0 0 0.01*098 0 . J0919 - 0 . 0 8 2 4 9 0 .  16889 - 0 . 7 9 9 6 4 6 2 . 8 1 8 7 7 - 3 . 4 5 3 4 2 3 . 9 7 3 9 5
0 . 0 1 0 0 0 . 0 8 2 8 2 0 . 3 1 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 5 5 0 7 0 . 2 1 2 4 4 0 . 6 4 1 9 5 6 . 7 3 7 2 2 - 1 . 1 8 1 2 4 3 . 5 2 7 5 6
0 . 0 0 5 0 0 . 0 8 9 4 2 0 . 3 1 1 1 5 - 0 . 0 4 7 1 9 0 . 2 1 9 5 9 - 3 . 2 5 1 6 1 - 3 . 4 1 6 8 5 2 . 5 1 7 6 8
0 . 0 0 1 0 Ü. 1 0 0  88 0 . 0 9 9 1 3 - 0 . 0 3 2 0 3 0 . 2 1 5 9 9 - 4 . 0 6 2 8 8 - 3 . 0 4 4 2 5 1 . 3 8 4 6 0
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P  e  з  ю м e
О ц е н к а  м а к с и м а л ь н о г о  п р а в д о п о д о б и я  д л я  
п р о ц е с с а  а в т о р е г р е с с и о н н о г о - с к о л ь з я щ е г о  
с у м м и р о в а н и я  с ш ум ом
В э т о й  с т а т ь е  р а с с м а т р и в а е т с я  о ц е н к а  м а к с и м а л ь н о г о  п р а в д о п о ­
д о б и я  д л я  п а р а м е т р о в  п р о ц е с с а  а в т о р е г р е с с и и  н а  о с н о в е  о ш и б о ч н о г о  
н а б л ю д е н и я .  Ф у н к ц и я  м а к с и м а л ь н о г о  п р а в д о п о д о б и я  о п р е д е л я е т с я  
ч е р е з  м а т р и ц у ,  о б р а т н у ю  к м а т р и ц е  к о в а р и а ц и и  2 п п р о ц е с с а  т п  =
= Z U ) + Y ( t )  ф , Y(t — 1) -  Ф2 Tu — 2) -  , . , - Ф  У к - Р ) ,  Yu)  п р е д с т а в л я е т  
о ш и б к у  н а б л ю д е н и я .
Д а е т с я  о ц е н к а  м а к с и м а л ь н о г о  п р а в д о п о д о б и я  п р о ц е с с а  а в т о р е г ­
р е с с и и  п е р в о г о  и  в т о р о г о  п о р я д к а ,  п о л у ч е н н о г о  н а  о с н о в е  о ш и б о ч ­
н ы х  н а б л ю д е н и й ,  а  т а к ж е  е г о  а п п р о к с и м и р о в а н н а я  ф о р м а .
Р а с с м а т р и в а е т с я  т а к ж е  а в т о р е г р е с с и о н н ы й  п р о ц е с с  п е р в о г о  
п о р я д к а .  Р а с п р е д е л е н и е  о ц е н о к  н а й д е н о  с  п о м о щ ь ю  с т о х а с т и ч е с к о г о  
м о д е л и р о в а н и я .
MTA Számítástechnikai és Automatizálási Kutató Intézete, Közlemények 13. ( 1974)
SIMULA 67 SZIMULÁCIÓS ALKALMAZÁSÁRÓL EGY 
TELEFONFORGALMI PROBLÉMA KAPCSÁN
Knuth Előd
Intézetünk Valószínűségszámitási és Matematikai Statisztikai Osztálya a Beloiannisz Híra­
dástechnikai Gyár megrendelése alapján szimulációs programot készített ismétléses telefonhívá­
sok által terhelt telefonközpontok vizsgálatára. A szimulációs program SIMULA 67 nyelven ké­
szült a CDC 3300-as gépre.
Az alábbiakban röviden ismertetjük a problémát, majd néhány olyan dologra hívjuk fel a 
figyelmet, mely minden hasonló szimulációs feladatnál felmerül.
A teljes szimulációs programot, továbbá a szimuláció segítségével nyert eredményeket és 
ezek értékelését ebben a cikkben nem közöljük. Ezt a BHG Telefonfejlesztési Osztálya a közel­
jövőben publikálni fogja.
Ez a cikk két szempontból tarthat érdeklődésre számot:
1. SIMULA 67 szimulációs subset alkalmazása. (A probléma ugyanis tipikus példa a szimu­
lációs lehetőségek alkalmazására.)
2. Időben lejátszódó parallel folyamatok szimulációja. (Az adott probléma megoldására 
ugyanis a SIMULA által nyújtott quasiparallel sequencing nagyon hatásos eszköz.)
A feladat
Elegendő mindenkinek saját hétköznapjaira gondolni, hogy rögtön észrevegye:
A telefonközpontokat, mint tömegkiszolgáló rendszereket valójában nem egyszerűen hívá­
sok, hanem beszélgetési igények terhelik, melyek több hívásból álló sorozatokat is jelenthetnek, 
ha valamilyen okból az igény azonnali kielégítése akadályokba ütközik. Ilyen ok lehet az, hogy 
a központ terheltsége miatt a kapcsolás nem tud létrejönni, vagy létrejön, de a hívott mással 
beszél, esetleg távol van.
Ilyen esetekben a hívó, a sikertelenség okától és eddigi kísérletének számától függően, bi­
zonyos valószínűséggel bizonyos idő múlva megismétli hívását, vagy pedig feladja a további küz­
delmet. Ezekre a valószínűségekre és az újrahívási idő eloszlására vonatkozóan a különféle üze­
meltető és fejlesztő cégek ma már nagy mennyiségű mérési adattal rendelkeznek.
A fentiek alapján egy igény működését az alábbi blokksémában vázolhatjuk fel:
Beérkezett: 1974. július 17.
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START
SIMULA modell
A fentieknek megfelelően az igények szerkezetét, működését az alábbi formában írhatjuk le:
process class hívás;
begin integer ismétlés;
vonal vizsgálat: ismétlés:= ismétlés + 1;
//szabad vonalak száma=0 then
begin //d raw  (ismétlési valószínűség 1 [ismétlés],.) then 
begin hold (szünet);
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if  hívott jelentkezik then beszélgetés
else begin i f  draw (ismétlési valószínűség 2 [ismétlés],.) then 
begin hold (szünet);




Ha ebben a leírásban a csak sematikusan feltüntetett akciókat már pontosan kidolgoztuk, a 
szimuláció az alábbi egyszerű programmal bonyolítható le:
while time < szimuláció határa do 
begin activate new hívás;
hold (negexp (beérkezési sűrűség,.)) 
end-,
A ’’hívás” leírására itt megadott process természetesen nem elegendő a kiszolgáló rend­
szer működésének értékelésére, hiszen hiányoznak belőle azok az utasítások, melyek a vizsgá­
ló karakterisztikákra vonatkozó mintavételeket és számlálásokat végzik. Ezeket értelemszerűen 
kell a megfelelő helyeken elhelyezni. Az általunk megadott process természetesen ettől függet­
lenül helyesen szimulálja a vizsgálandó folyamatot, csupán nem ad életjelt magáról.
A megfigyelés problémája
Ebben a pontban egy olyan problémára utalunk, mely minden hasonló feladat megoldá­
sakor fellép, és megmutatjuk, hogy a SIMULA 67 ennek megoldására milyen eszközöket nyújt.
A szimuláció során nyert eredmények általában sztochasztikus folyamatokon értelmezett 
funkcionálok becslései, melyeknek értékét vagy a teljes realizációk figyelembevételével, vagy 
statisztikai mintavételek alapján számítjuk ki. A szimulációs folyamat elindításakor a rendszer 
általában valamilyen különleges, szélsőséges állapotból indul ki, és csak bizonyos idő elteltével 
válik stacionáriussá.
Nyilvánvaló, hogy a fenti számítások nem lesznek reálisak, ha ezt a kezdeti időszakot is tartal­
mazzák.
Most bemutatunk néhány programozási fogást, mellyel ez az elkülönítés igen egyszerűen 
megoldható.
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1. Mintavétel, m int ’’process”.
Ha valamilyen karakterisztikát bizonyos időszakonként végrehajtott mintavételek útján 
akarunk becsülni, elegendő az, ha a mintavételt elvégző utasításokat egy process osztályban ír­
juk le, ezátal aktivizálását az időtengely szerint szabadon vezérelhetjük.
process class minta;
begin array eloszlás [ : ];
C: mintavételi utasítások; 
hold (mintavételi időköz); 
go to C
end-,
Ebben az esetben a ’’bemelegítés” különválasztása triviálisan oldható meg generáláskor: 
activate new  minta delay bemelegítés;
2. ’’virtual”
A vizsgálandó karakterisztikák sok esetben olyanok, hogy megfigyelésük csak magában a 
’’hívás” process-ben lehetséges, mert annak működésével kapcsolatos eseményekre vonatkoz­
nak. Ebben az esetben a regisztrálást végző utasítások helyett virtuális eljárásokat alkalmazunk, 
majd bevezetünk egy speciális ’’hívás” osztályt, mely semmi másból nem áll, csupán ezen eljá­
rások tényleges definíciójából:
process class hívás;
virtual: procedure A; . . . stb . . . ; 
begin
(a már ismertetett törzs)
end;
hívás class valódi hívás; 
begin
procedure A; . . . stb.
(az eljárások tényleges definíciói)
end;
Szimulációs programunk ezekután így fest majd:
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while time < bemelegítés do 
begin activate new hívás;
hold (beérkezési időköz); 
end-,-
while time < szimuláció határa do 
begin activate new valódi hívás;
hold (beérkezési időköz); 
end-,
3. ’’call”
Az előbbi kérdés egy másik úton is megoldható, mely abban áll, hogy a megfigyelések el­
végzése helyett egy objektum hívását iktatjuk be a process-be call segítségével, és a bemelegí­
tés időtartama alatt ezt az objektumot ’’üresen” tartjuk, majd alkalmas időpontban beletölt- 
jük a szükséges utasításokat.
Ennek vázlata a következő:




ref (regisztráló séma) regisztrátor; 






regisztráló séma class A típusú megfigyelés; 
begin
megfigyelést elvégző számítások leírása;
end-,
Ebben az esetben szimulációs programunk a következő alakú:
regisztrátor: -  new regisztráló séma; 
while time < bemelegítés do
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begin
end-,
regisztrátor: — new  A típusú megfigyelés; 
while time < szimuláció határa do 
begin
end-,
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S u m m a r y
On the application of the simulation subset of the 
SIMULA 67 language, a tele—traffic problem
The paper shows a tipical application of the simulation subset of the SIMULA 67 
language, and some special programming technics to obtain correct statistics of the simulated 
process.
P e 3 ю M e
0 применении языка СИМУЛА 67 связанно с 
одной телефонной системы
В этой работе мы показываем одно типическое применение 
языка СИМУЛА 6 7 , и методы удорки статистической обсервации 
моделированных систем.
MTA Számítástechnikai és Automatizálási Kutató Intézete, Közlemények 13. (1974)
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN GAUSSIAN MARKOV PROCESSES AND 
AUTOREGRESSIVE-MOVING AVERAGE PROCESSES
A. Krámli and J. Pergel
In this paper we examine the connection between stochastic difference (differential) 
equations and multidimensional Gaussian Markov processes. We are using the definitions and 
notations of [ 1].
Definition 1. We call a stationary Gaussian process £(n) an autoregressive moving 
average (ARMA) process if it satisfies the equation
where |e(n)} is a sequence of independent, identifically, distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random 
variables, and e(n) is independent of
Theorem 1. The equation ( I) has a unique stationary solution i f  and only i f  all zeros o f  the
unite circle. In this case £(u) is the first component o f  a к = max {a, /З+ l }  dimensional 
stationary Gaussian Markov process.
m  = U(1)( o , . . . , £ (,t)(ol
Proof. Let us assume that £(1)(r) = £(/) and consider the system of equations 
(2) ?°(n)  = £(/ + 1)(n -  1)+  Ct_ l e(n) if / < a - l
( 1 )
a
characteristic poly nom o f the autoregressive part p j (p) = pa — 2 I® 1 are inside the
(Naturally in the case a < ß the suitable terms and equations are omitted.)
If the constants c. (/ = cl . . .  (a — 1)) satisfy the equations
Beérkezett: 1974. szeptember 2.
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then the system (2) is equivalent to the equation (1). It is easy to see that the characteristic 
polynom p2(p) of (2) is equal to Pj (p)  if ] 3<a, and p0+ 1pj (p)  otherwise. So the 
system (2) of stochastic difference equations has a unique stationary solution, which is a k- 
dimensional Gaussian Markov process and its first component will be the unique stationary 
solution of the equation ( 1).
O.E.D.
Remark 1. The solution of the equation (1) can be obtained in a constructive way similarly 
to the first order autoregressive process
(4) £(л) = Z c k e ( n - k )
к - 0 k
Proof. Indeed, if the coefficients ck satisfy the infinite recursive system of equations
(5) c0 = 1
a
ck ~  i? l a i C* - i  = Ь п ’ if k > a ’
(notice that the first a  equations concide with system (3)), and Z |c . I2 <  ° ° ,  then the
к = 1 K
process (4) is a correctly defined stationary Gaussian process satisfying (1).
As bk = 0 for к > ß, and the roots of characteristic polynom p x(p) are inside the 
imite circle, system (5) has a unique solution with the desired property.
A multidimensional Gaussian Markov process £ (n) has the representation
£ (n) = Z Qk e ( n -  k). As the matrix Q satisfies its own characteristic equation:— к =0 = —
Qa -  J u . <2“ - '■=(),
i  -- 1 1
all the elements of {Q" } satisfy a recursive system of equations similar to (5), therefore
/
the components of £(n) are sums of ARMA processes. Notice that if £(«) = Z  dk ^ k\ n ) ,  
a ß
where ^ k\ n )  = Z a M n  -  i) + Z  b(kJ  e(k\ n  -  i) and {е(Л)(«)} is a sequence of i.i.d. 
i « l ' i * о w
Gaussian vectors, then £(л) is ARMA process. So we get the converse of theorem 1.
Theorem 2. A n y  component o f  a multidimensional stationary Gaussian Markov process 
is ARMA process.
In the continuous time case the equation
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(Г ) £(01)U)= 2 ’a,.£(“ - 1)U)+ Z  * 2 *i)(t) + w'U)
would correspond to equation (1). Before giving an exact meaning to (Г ) we try to solve it 
formally. For this purpose we need the following.
Lemma 1. I f  the function fit) is differentiable and




t + h t
f  f i t  + h — s)dw(s) — f  f i t  — s)dw(s) =
— s)dw(s) + f(0)(w(t + h) — w(t)).
The proof can be carried out by changing the order of integration. The relation (6) formally 
can be considered as a ’’rule of differentiation” :
(7) ( /  / ( / -  s)ifw(s)) = f f ' ( t  -  s)dw(s) + f(0)w'(t).
t
We are looking for a solution of (Г) in the form £(t) = f f i t  — s)dwis), suggested by the
representation of the first order autoregressive process. If ß< a, then there exists a unique 
function f i t )  satisfying the homogeneous differential equation
(8) f (a)i t ) ~  Z a . f (a- i)i t )=  0
i = i '
and the initial conditions
(9) fiO) = 1
/ 40) - a j  * / ( 0) =  b x
-  l \ o )  — “z  <• = * „ _ ,
i = 1 1 “  1
(if i > ß, b{ = 0).
Using the formal differentiation rule (7) we may convince that
( 10) £(/)= f f i t  -  s)dwis)
is a formal solution of (Г ).
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a
. If the roots of the characteristic polynom p.(X) = X“ — 2  a Xa ~ ' have negative parts,
1 I = l
then /  \ f^ ( t ) \2d t < »  for every / = 0 , 1 , . . .  . In this case the process £(/) given by (10) 
о
is a correctly defined stationary Gaussian process. We may assume (10) as the definition of 
continuous time ARMA process. (We notice that for ß> а (Г ) has only generalized solution.) 
For continuous time ARMA processes theorems corresponding to theorems 1 and 2 are valid 
too:
Theorem 3. A continuous time Gaussian process £(t) is ARMA i f  and only i f  it is a 
component o f  a multidimensional stationary Gaussian process £(/)•
Proof. The first part of the proof is obvious. The a-dimensional process j £(f> i =
where cj = f (i)(0).
The converse assertion can be obtained similarly to the discrete time case, using the integral
representation of a multidimensional Gaussian Markov process, and the fact that the matrix
a  - 1
function eHt satisfies the differential equation {eAt)(oC) = 2  a , A A t ) ^ ,  where the
t = 0 e
coefficients a. coincide the coefficients of the characteristic polynom of A.
Remark 1. If we suppose that ß > a we would have to add further equations to system
(11) among them the equation d£(a+1)(0  = dw(t) which has no stationary solution. This is 
the reason of the additional condition ß < a.
Remark 2. The system of equation (11) has the following visual meaning: an ARMA 
process {(t) is not differentiable in general — but by the addition of a suitable Wiener process 
it becomes differentiable. This procedure can be continued up to the (a — l)-th derivative 
of {(/).
Remark 3. Combining theorems 1., 2. and 3. with Doob’s theorem (see [2]) we get that 
the discrete time sample process {(n5) of a continuous time ARMA process {(/) is also 
ARMA. But, the sample process {(nő) of a pure autoregressive process isn’t generally a dis­
crete time pure autoregressive process, because if a matrix A  has the form
= { j  f (i){t — s)dw(s) J (/ = 0 , . .  . a — 1) satisfies system of equations:
(11) d?°  = {(i +1)(/) + ctdw(t), i = 0 ,  . —1,





its exponent И 5 has not the same one.
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In this work we have avoided the spectral approach to stationary processes because of 
the necessity of deep analytic tools. But in some technical applications the spectral density 
function has a simple visual meaning and it can be easily measured. For this reason we breefly 
summarize (without proofs) the basic facts concerning to the ARMA processes. A regular 
discrete (continuous) time stationary process has the representation (see [3])
2n .
( 12) £(n)= /  e™*g(^)dw(^>)
о
( 13 )  £ ( f )  =  /  е* хЛ( Х) < / мЧХ)
where w(^ >), w(X) are standard Wiener processes ( ’’random measures”), and functions g(g>) 
resp. h(\)  can be analitically continued to the open unit circle resp. upper halfplane. The 
sequence of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables (resp. the white noise process) corresponds to 
the identically constant function on the interval (0, 27r) (resp. ( - ° ° ,  °°)). Using this fact we 
can easily find the connection between the ’’moving—average” representations (4) and (10) • 
and the spectral representations ( 12) and (13):
giv) = 2  c ein*,/1=0
h(\)  = /  f ( - s W X*ds.
Using the formal correspondences
&t) ~ h(\)eiXt
m x)/x<?/x',
w \t)  ~ etXt we get for ARMA process the correspondencees
4Z  b e ~ in*
g(v) =
n - 0
2  a„e-**nn 0
Л(Х) = n = о




a J i X r
In continuous time case we can see from the form of Л(Х) that in the case ß > a 
the integral of the spectral density function |Л(Х)|2 would be infinite. By physical reasons 
such a system can’t exist.
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Р е  з ю м е
С в я з ь  м е ж д у  п р о ц е с с а м и  г а у с с о в с к о г о  м а р к о в с ­
к о г о  т и п а  и  т и п а  а в т о р е г р е с с и  с  к о н е ч н ы м  
с к о л ь з я щ и м  с у м м и р о в а н и е м
В с т а т ь е  э л е м е н т а р н ы м и  м е т о д а м и  д о к а з ы в а е т с я ,  ч т о  г а у с с о в ­
с к и й  п р о ц е с с  у д о в л е т в о р я е т  с т о х а с т и ч е с к о м у  р а з н о с т н о м у  ( д и ф ф е ­
р е н ц и а л ь н о м у  у р а в н е н и ю  т и п а  I  ( I * )  т о г д а  и  т о л ь к о  т о г д а ,  к о г д а  
.он  я в л я е т с я  к о м п о н е н т о м  м н о г о м е р н о г о  с т а ц и о н а р н о г о  г а у с с о в с к о г о  
м а р к о в с к о г о  п р о ц е с с а .  П р о ц е с с  я в л я ю щ и й с я  р е ш е н и е м  у р а в н е н и я  I  
( I » )  в  с л у ч а е  д и с к р е т н о г о  ( н е п р е р ы в н о г о )  в р е м е н н о г о  п а р а м е т р а
н а з ы в а е т с я  п р о ц е с с о м  т и п а  а в т о р е г р е с с и и  с  к о н е ч н ы м  с к о л з я щ и м  
с у м м и р о в а н и е м .
